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okay so I already have my headset on
although I’m going to be using this microphone
because it will cancel out
the noise
from my neighbor
heard the cops and the dogs
and my neighbor
singing but I’m going to wear
this headset just do
feel the call center
agents Vibes thing
going on
let’s begin
hi thank you for cal
ling PowerUp company
this is Candice how
may I help
you sure I’ll be hap
py to pull up your

count now and check the bil
ling details for you can I have
your ac
count number to
gether with your ﬁrst and last
name thank
you Joan just give
me a few sec
onds to to pull
up your ac
count okay that okay
I have your ac
count pulled
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up now yes John
I also tracked your other
charges let me just
check Joe
for calling it's how may I
I can before that I can thank you for
that nice is ﬂake John with okay
ma'am I may get Plantronics
Marque 2 and 165 and I okay
ma'am so tried Berry needs

leave okay ﬁrst I need
I'm character yes
ma'am who is parrot okay
pair now what man is
your well yes ma'am
To rest in linguistic wombs
unenlisted into particular rationalities. When people speak their
own languages around you. Floating in vibrospheres in
non-lexical togetherness. In households & cars. Not in
stores, on the street, in schools, or among strangers. Not on
imported television, ﬁlms, or popular music. No regular
visits to parents’ provinces in a country where 120 to 187
languages are spoken, the one for survival exports people

Sometimes from within the din mine enters the dynamics of
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their frequencies & amplitudes. A voice in no singular voice
I mean refrain as in chorus, not as in abstention or curbing an
impulse. Immersed & abandoned, to decide is lonely. Noise is
an asymbolic space. In my own work, I try to leave some
noise. Of opening toward mutual autonomy from
exchange value. A property relation between speaker &
word softens. Diligence to enter the ﬁeld of noise &
employing all of the training of one’s ear, to be a co-presence
Overhearing as a way of being simultaneously
how may I/ just to verify/ hello my name
I do apologize/ for not accepting towards
I can ask you for/ but let me check/ ﬁrst and last
due for 1 1 3 4 5 0 3 7 7 thank you/ just
to 01714to5793
correct
the tracking/ or I can ask/ is that correct

thank you for that/ ok let me just
that’s actually the/ do you still/ oh i see
anyway I tried to/ OK thank you
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just/ correct
can you spell that for me
for that information
Randall they have your
area code ﬁrst
5088 that's 409-866-5088
at gmail.com Randall.
Thomas at gmail.com
font code 77706

thank you
one dozen of red roses
do you want the long-terms
okay Randall the total
24 hours
that's all for now thing
Of leaving the language melancholia party early
Which language starts & stops with birthplace
One a channel between a couple that is not a channel with
children. Another between a mother & her mother
That one for long-distance phone calls. & someone else’s reunions
recorded by smartphone & uploaded to YouTube vlog accounts
Neither the one for survival
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Once in the womb’s vibrosphere under maternal diaphragm
& trachea rocking the prosody & tones rich in noise outside & after
birth into life of peripheral hearing across a dinner table
Vocal tics & tonal ﬂourishes undifferentiated from
word phonemes. Punctuated by body positioning, gaze, gesture
muscular tension, facial expression
Where one phonetic call leaps out from the aural streams as a call for
deferential performance. An upwards response misses a functional
limb, an honoriﬁc your birthplace excuses you from
Of sensing linguistic body horror, an inalienable interiority is—
dare I say it?—detachable
hold on okay/ Patiently Waiting Adam or
can actually see here/ you have cold to inform us

that correct/ already beyond we ask for/ forward
3 to 5 exit process/ 2 to 4 of the 6 days
is that right/ again for calling
Notes
“To rest in linguistic wombs” and “Of leaving the language melancholia party early” will be
published in Teeter (Nightboat, 2023).
“120 to 187 languages are spoken” — Kristian Sendon Cordero & Kristine Ong Muslim,
“(Re)writing the Philippines: An Introduction.” Words Without Borders, Nov. 2019.
“Noise is an asymbolic space. In my own work, I try to leave some noise.” — “Craig
Taborn by Camille Norment.” BOMB, no. 152, 30 Aug. 2020.
“an inalienable interiority is—dare I say it?—…detachable” — Rey Chow, Not Like a
Native Speaker: On Languaging as a Postcolonial Experience. Columbia
University Press, 2014.
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